Jim and Carol Henrichs Scholarship (Recipient Ben Wille)

Ron and Janet Hunsche Scholarship (Recipient Samantha Seagrist)

Earl Steiner Memorial (Recipient Kate Marti)

Highland Women’s Club Scholarship (Recipient: Katelyn Marti)

Ed Hilbert Conservation Scholarship (Recipient: Ross Spies)

Dee Boulanger Memorial Award (Recipient: Trent Lammers and Jaqlyn Ferguson)

DAR Scholarship (Recipient Mackenzie Jones)

Saturday Scholars Scholarship (Recipient Alexis Hartman)

Woodmen of the World Scholarship (Jarret Tebbe)
Rotary Club Scholarship (Recipients Kate Marti and Megan Griesbaum)
Jason Harsy Memorial (Recipient Dylan Bargerzi)
Gary Vasquez Memorial (Recipient Heather Kim)

City of Highland Scholarship (Recipient Kealy Korte)
Melissa Brown Scholarship (Recipient Kayla Eads)
Bradley R. Smith Memorial (Recipient Heather Kim)

Robert and Stephen Lang Memorial (Recipient Lauren Townsend)
Dr. Robert Rosenthal Memorial (Recipient Tori Lynn)
Pat Schwarzm Scholarship (Taylor Ernst)
Mississippi Valley Regional Blood Drive Scholarship (Recipient Abby Beyer)

Optimist Club Scholarship (Recipients Olivia Loyet, Trent Lammers, and Audrey Wilke)

Moose Lodge Scholarship (Recipient Abby Beyer)

Dwight and Carol Rogier Scholarship (Recipient Kelsi Dant and Hannah Jansen)

Joe Michaelis Rehabilitative Therapy Scholarship (Recipient Megan Griesbaum)

Marjorie Grant Turner Memorial (Recipients Tori Lynn and Mackenzie Jones)

R. Guy Michael Scholarship (Recipient Lexys Gilliam)

Highland American Legion Scholarship (Recipients Kate Marti and Jordyn Schrage)

English Department: Danielle Case, Reagan Crask, BayLee Wetzel, Grayson Arnold and Susanne Himsel
Jane Stieb Memorial (Recipient Abby Beyer)

St. Joseph's Hospital Scholarship (Recipients Kate Marti and Kayla Eads)

Bradford Bank Scholarship (Recipients Trent Lammers and Tori Lynn)

Steve Ficker Memorial (Recipient Colton Brown)

Nagel Farms Scholarship (Recipient Ross Spies)

Math Department Awards: Margie Duncan, Nicholas Hanratty, Abigail Bowers, Summer Carroll and Anthony Gant

Family and Consumer Science: Alexis Banks, Dawn Jones and Abby Athmer

Foreign Language Department: Ali Kelso and Karen Twyford
Physical Education Department: Bob Vance and Anthony Gant

Business Department: Michael Barth and Michele Heinz

Athletic Awards: Abby Beyer and Kate Marti

HHS Athlete of the Year: Sam LaPorta

St. Louis Post Dispatch Scholar Athlete: Kate Marti

Social Studies Department: Abby Beyer, Tina Beyer, and Ashley Knackstedt

Science Department: Tess Korte, Abby Beyer, Kealy Korte, and Kate Marti